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Speakers and Contracts

Finding Speakers

 Associate Members
 Member Referrals
 SBAE speaker share/websites
 Bankers
 KPN Associates/Speakers Bureaus
 LinkedIn
 Attending other events and 

conferences ABA, ICBA
 Universities

Confirmation Letters/Contracts -
What to Include

 Speaker Fee: flat, split or per head 
(negotiate)

 Materials submission deadline and to 
whom

 Date, time and location
 Expense Reimbursement Policy
 Travel Arrangements
 Accommodation info if needed
 Request bio, photo and mobile 

number



Topics and Presentations

Topics

 Match the presentation with the 
skill level of the audience i.e. new 
directors vs. experienced.  Avoid 
“too basic” reviews.

  For program ideas, send an RFP  
 to Associate members.

 Customize presentation to your 
audience  i.e. mutual banks not 
stock banks, Ag banks.

 Presenters can draft description
 Use committees to develop 

content.

Presentations

 Submit at least a week before event.
 Check for readability - font, charts 

graphs (no more than 2 slides per 
printed page.)

 Right-size the presentation - 45 Minute 
= approx. 15 slides (3 mins./slide)

 Bullet points not paragraphs.
 Check spelling and grammar.
 Check logos and formatting.
 Email to participants, when possible. 
 Pre-load presentations and avoid 

thumb drives to prevent viruses.



Biography

Tanya M. Duncan, Senior Vice President, Massachusetts Bankers Association
tduncan@massbankers.org

617-502-3801
Tanya Duncan a senior officer with 17+ years of experience at Massachusetts 
Bankers Association (one of the largest state banking trade associations 
nationwide). Tanya has in-depth banking industry knowledge and expertise. She is 
skilled at advancing legislative and regulatory policies that stimulate economic 
growth. Tanya has proven success generating significant revenue through 
developing and managing seminars, workshops, schools, and conferences for 
banking executives and staff, women in banking, and emerging leaders. She has 
expertise identifying issues, opportunities, and industry needs; thinking critically and 
strategically; implementing solutions and programs; writing and overseeing grants; 
and managing and motivating staff.


